CHART CLINIC

WHY PLATES
CHANGE

Resources (NASR) database. NASR
contains all the fixed asset data
constituting the National Airspace
System, (NAS) such as airports, runways, towers, navaids and ILSs plus
fixes, airways and military training
routes.
NASR is a prime resource for
private firms such as Jeppesen, who
supplies much of the data for flight
management systems. All information pertaining to government aviation publications is drawn from
NASR, ensuring consistency between
documents.

Prioritizing these changes into a
staggered series of revision cycles is
the FDC’s responsibility.
According to Ron Canter, lead
manager for the FDC’s Central
Division, two first-order events trigger a new approach plate for the next
revision cycle: a change in the procedure itself and user input indicating a
potentially unsafe condition.
Behind those come changes in
depiction symbology, additions,
changes to facility names and/or frequencies such as a VOR and new
items such as the white D in a black
square symbol in the airport diagram
box denoting that runway declared
distance information is available in
the A/FD.
One recent endeavor involved
standardizing the abbreviation
RGNL instead of the word Regional,
an effort affecting several thousand
plates in the Central region alone.
The formal priority criteria for
changes are shown more comprehensively in the table below.

Wrong Here, Wrong Everywhere
But if something is wrong in NASR,
then it’s wrong everywhere.
This makes cross-checking a reference like looking in a mirror and
forces the FDC to then do original
research to find and correct errors.

Making a Fix
Perhaps signal strength from a VOR
is too weak to be safe, especially when
the aircraft is low, as at MDA.
The solution is to increase the
MDA.
It’s not unusual for unexpected

We know that instrument approach plates change,
the questions are why, and why do the changes matter to IFR pilots in our day-to-day operations?
by Fred Simonds
magine a giant hopper into which
500 mistakes, corrections and
improvements to instrument approach
procedures (IAPs) are poured each
year.
Then, include the AF/D and en
route charts to add another 17,000.
Forming the bucket brigade to
deal with this mass of data are assorted federal government offices, FAA
procedure developers, air traffic and
airway facilities and regional and airport district offices.
The Department of Defense, airport owners and operators, inspectors, state governments and last but
foremost, we pilots, all keep an eye on
our nation’s 19,000 IAPs.
The hopper feeds FAA’s National
Flight Data Center (FDC), which
manages the aeronautical information in the National Airspace System
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WHO’S ON FIRST? PRIORITIES FOR CHANGES TO CHARTS
Priority

The procedure...

1

Requires amendment to fix a known safety deficiency

2

Must change due to new or relocated navaids or airport runway/addition(s)

3

Tests or implements an FAA National Initiative, such as NextGen

4

Is for an airport currently lacking an IFR approach

5

Reduces takeoff or landing minima

6

Can be modified to eliminate a waiver or NOTAM

7

Improves traffic flow, fosters efficient routing, reduces communication coordination or complexity

8

Offers other benefits such as compliance with new criteria or noise reduction

9

Is public but not qualified as above

10

Is private or special (e.g. military or international) but not otherwise qualified

12
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or uncharted obstacles along the
approach path to be discovered, violating TERPS obstruction clearance
criteria and making the approach
unsafe.
Such an obstacle may force an
increase in visibility requirements or
a stepdown fix in order to be safe.
After takeoff, intercepting a desired
radial or airway should not take too
long and should not call for an awkward angle to intercept. Feedback
from pilots may lead to a change.
Likewise, pilot comments that a
missed approach seems overly workload intensive or points in an undesirable direction can cause the miss to
be reworked.
Runway Number Changes
South Florida recently experienced a
series of runway number changes.
When pilots asked me why, I
mumbled something about magnetic
variation changing with time.
It does. For example, for decades
the primary ILS runway at Des
Moines, Iowa was 12/30. A change
in magnetic variation caused it to be
renumbered 13/31.
But why would a mere 10 degrees
matter?
It doesn’t matter all that much
until pilots notice that their wet
compasses and magnetometer-driven
DGs are uncomfortably far off for no
obvious reason.
Then renumbering becomes operationally necessary.
The AIM and AF/D offer precise definitions of how runway numbers are determined, but in the end,
believe it or not, airport management,
not the FAA, calls the shots.
It’s all a matter of money, so some
runways have never been renumbered
and are way off.
Sometimes the FAA pays part of
the cost with Airport Improvement
Program funds and the airport
authority covers the rest. Sometimes
it just doesn’t get done.
Navaid Rules
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Stricter rules apply to
navaids. If you fly an
ILS localizer, VOR
or GPS approach,
you fly a magnetic
course determined by
that system.
When a ground
navaid wanders off
by at least ±6 degrees,
it is reslaved to again
match the appropriate magnetic variation.
This can affect
instrument pilots
because reslaving
requires a navaid shutdown and realign- “Line up and wait.” How well do the numbers on your
ment followed by a departure runway match its magnetic heading? Magnetic
recertification flight variation does change over time and renumbering runcheck which must ways can be a low priority budget item (top). Fortunately,
occur within seven the rules on reslaving navids are tighter, so they should get
days to avoid becom- you to the runway (above).
ing Not Authorized
es for aircraft lacking WAAS.
via FDC NOTAM.
extGen components include LPVs,
In contrast, GPS navigators use a
RNAV/RNP SIDs, STARs and Q/Treal-time mathematical model to calroutes, all meeting priority 3.
culate the most up-to-date variation,
Commissioning WAAS and
expecting that the runway alignment
LNAV approaches at airports hithis about right.
erto bereft of an approach certainly
meets criteria 4.
GPS Approaches and NextGen
Today about 60% of the NAS depends
Is Your Chart Current?
on satellite-based procedures.
Beyond doubt the amendment phraseThe FAA has widely promoted the
ology, okay some would say gibberish,
rapid addition of LPV approaches,
at the bottom of an AeroNav approach
especially for airports that had no preplate is the most neglected part of the
cision approach and LNAV approach13
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“No, Officer, I don’t have current charts. Put the cuffs on, I’ ll go
quietly.” (left) The old style, Julian date (top) format for revision
date of approach charts (top) is being replaced with the more userfriendly (DDMMYY) form (above).
older plate remains
valid.
Most of us instrument pilots were
brought up thinking that AeroNav
approach plates are
on a 56-day revision
cycle.
That’s not the
case. They are on a
28-day cycle alternating between the
full booklet and the
much smaller (and
rarely seen) Change
plate. (AeroNav Services is the new
title for the National Aeronautical
Charting Office - NACO.)
As the graphic shows, the Date
of Last Revision indicates the Julian
date (DDDYY) when it was added or
revised for any reason.
This code appears at the bottom left of the chart but is being
moved to the top right to make room
for the FAA Procedure Amendment
Number with its Effective Date in
much friendlier DDMMYY form.
Many pilots fly the same set of
approaches over and again. Many
of those may have made up their
own booklets of approach plates.
With the revision information, you
needn’t throw these charts out every
56 days.
Just compare the amendment
number in the new chart against the
one you have. If they’re the same, your
14
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Notice.
This is also why Flight Management
Systems are on a 28-day cycle.
When you buy AeroNav plates at
a pilot shop, you are owed the change
notice that follows. However, I have
never seen a shop provide it. The only
sure way to get the change notice
that I’ve found is to subscribe with
AeroNav Services.
FAA’s Policy on Current Charts
The detailed discussion of the reasons
leading to changes to charts leads to
the question of what happens if you
aren’t carrying current charts on a
flight and manage to come to the
attention of the FAA.
First, the word “chart” is not in
Part 91 as pertains to our operations.
Such regulation as there is exists by
inference.
We are guided by the broad brush

of 91.103, Preflight Action. Before
the flight we must become familiar
with all available information concerning that flight. That would most
likely include having current charts
because they are available.
However, it is not FAA policy to
initiate enforcement action for having
an old or even no chart aboard on
a Part 91 flight, because there is no
applicable regulation.
Similarly, current chart databases
in handheld GPS receivers are no
issue because they are neither FAAapproved nor required for flight.
Even panel-mount VFR-only GPS
receivers don’t need a current database because, like handheld GPS
receivers, the pilot is responsible for
pilotage under VFR.
But, here’s the kicker (and this
is a direct FAA quote): “If a pilot is
involved in an enforcement investigation and there is evidence that the use
of an out-of-date chart, no chart, or
an out-of-date database contributed
to the condition that brought on the
enforcement investigation, then that
information could be used in any
enforcement action that might be
taken.”
Having current charts may keep
you out of the rocks as well as away
from an enforcement action.
Fred Simonds is a Gold Seal CFII and
factory-certified G1000 instructor. See
his web page at www.fredonflying.
com.
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